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Shadows are the buffoons of our bodies. Gravity allows them to walk low on the ground, 

away from our sight, often behind us as if wanting to hide. But in their mockery of our existence, 

they do bring up, many times exaggerated, qualities that we tend to overlook. Shadows 

immediately process information and generate images instantly on the ground; like a camera 

taking constant photos of ourselves and printing it on a light-less surface behind us. Architectural 

shadows blur the origins of their models – they create an ambiance of a space that can overcome 

the shadows of nature or body. Architectural shadows enhance our memory more than nature 

because we spend most of our time indoors, sheltered by built structures. We are first exposed to 

fear in our bedrooms as children, afraid of what might be in our closet, under our bed, or outside 

our window. Architecture defines the boundaries of what we know and what we don’t know – 

thus triggering more metaphors than any other built condition. Architects are often too 

preoccupied with light to concern themselves with the shadows that it is creating. Shadows can 

serve a more significant purpose – they can be drivers as opposed to being simply a byproduct. It 

is important to understand shadows in different conditions and contexts other than architecture to 

truly understand its potentials in built spaces.  

 The cosmos (Mother Nature or God) have created infinite objects in space, with scattered 

sources of light – stars – illuminating surrounding objects in all possible directions. Our Sun’s 

light reaches Earth, but only if it makes it past the clouds, trees, and rocks that occupy the 

surface. Physical objects in nature are being duplicated on earth, sheltering us from the 

sometimes damaging, other times needed, sun rays. The largest human organ – our skin – is as 

interesting as Earth’s surface; with concave/convex relieves, our corporeal topography will 

animate shadows and give life to a new character being reflected in darkness. Human shadows 

are the most fluid and the most stubborn – always imposing themselves anywhere they please. At 
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all scales, nature, humans, and architecture are more than able to cast a shadow, contingent on 

the light source. The shadows never look exactly like the model in all three contexts. But can be 

reproduced with both natural and artificial lighting. Human and natural shadows grow, 

architecture does not. Once built, architecture is final, and so are its possible shadows. Both 

humans and natures are living organism, architecture, unfortunately, is not ever alive.  

This essay will address different arts, effects, and case studies that support different 

angles of shadows, particularly those pertaining to movement, time, and of course, light. Careful 

shadows, despite often embodying a negative connotation, should be strongly considered in order 

to produce responsible design. At different scales, shadows will occupy a space as much as a 

person and when the lights go off, architecture will adopt a completely different personality.  

 Merriam-Webster defines light in fourteen different ways; from a force that makes vision 

possible, to spiritual illumination, it is an expression which enlightens something in a particular 

field or space. Shadows, according to the same dictionary, are considered a partial obscurity 

within a space due to the absence of illumination. Additionally, it adopts a meaning of vestigial 

remnants, phantoms, and unhappiness.
1
  

 Light can come from radiation, the sun or fire.
2
 Spiritually, it is associated with life, but 

physically, light sources can be a point or an extended condition. Ambient light is the reflections 

of light on surfaces in the environment; point sources will result in sharper shadows while 

extended sources produce soft-edge shadows, which then create an umbra and a penumbra. The 

umbra is a part of a shadow completely covered in an extended-light source condition, while the 

penumbra surrounds the umbra in that ambiguous border condition between darkness and light. 

The penumbra is often complicated by diffusion and diffraction factors.
3
 When light is 

distributed, even its deficiencies are shown when it touches a surface – surfaces will block and 
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reflect a source of illumination, blocking an object behind them as they impede the direction of 

light. The blocked side casts the shadows, impeding the light’s way.
4
 Surfaces are essentially 

mirrors, reflecting light to the eye and other surfaces.
5
  

 Within the natural context, shadows are associated with deepness on earth, closer and 

closer to its center, further away from the Sun. Caves and lakes often house animals that have 

adapted to a light-less life. These animals prefer to explore our planet at night, often despised by 

humans such as rats or worms. On the other hand, the human body creates shadows from natural 

or artificial light, and are the most alive type of shadows. They do make fun of us, but they are 

always by our side, providing us with companionship. A counter argument could be that shadows 

do not mock us, instead they try to be us, attempting to reach the perfection of the human body 

but always resulting in a mediocre attempt to replicate us. Architectural shadows, on the other 

hand, are parts of the building that are trying to escape, reaching outwards and inwards as far 

possible. Architectural shadows represent a frustrating building always trying to become alive, 

yet failing to do so every time and becoming completely petrified as soon as the lights go all out 

again. 

 Once knowing the possible definitions for shadows in its different contexts, it is time to 

find them a use. The Greek Butades fable tales about a Corinthian maid who traced the outline of 

her departing lover’s face on a stone, in turn preserving the image of her man even in his 

absence.
6
 Her act means that the silhouette was no longer a primitive expression, but instead, had 

the potential of representing concepts as strong as love. Inspired by this story, Thomas Holloway 

eventually invented his “Machine for Drawing Silhouettes,” in which the model would sit on a 

chair, with a candle on one side and a screen mounted on an easel on the other.
7
 The artist, 

behind the easel, would draw based on the silhouette of the model. This was a literal translation 
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of the Butades fable and now a mechanical technique for representation. In some way, it reminds 

of how Indians would trace their hands on stones, touching the canvas directly with the model. 

The shadow, however, though it is still the same hand, separates the model from the canvas 

slightly and leaves a dark impression on the stone as generated by the absence of light – the 

hand’s silhouette later traced by the artist.  

 In the 1800s, Etienne Gaspard Robert used optical techniques to put together his 

blockbuster performances ‘Phantasmagoria,’ with advanced magic lantern and projector 

technologies, portraying to audiences “illusory images that alluded to the macabre and feeling 

nature of earthly existence.”
8
 It was a pre-cinematic period, but with the use of the camera 

obscura, mirrors, and shadows, Robert’s Phantasmagoria was an even more sullen experience by 

staging them in gothic locations. Though those responsible for the show clearly established that 

their performance was simply for spectacle and illusion, its use of shadows, reflections, and light 

technologies created a special bridge with the spiritual appeal of audiences. The point of the 

Phantasmagoria performances was to trigger deep fear and superstitions in viewers; just like 

today a horror film would attempt to do; audiences would flock the theaters to see Robert’s 

work… they were both terrified and fascinated by them.
9
 

 Another early event that brought together darkness and spectacle was the Shadow 

Theater, as depicted by Dutch painter Samuel van Hoogstraten in 1675, when actors would stand 

at a certain distance from a light source, and cast shadows behind them large enough so that the 

audience could see them from far away.
10

They would defy human anatomy and appear to have 

distorted and blown-up scales. By creating an absence of color and light, the figures’ qualities 

ranged from angelic to demonic, in some cases depending on the model’s form. As written by 

Jose Roca in his book, Phantasmagoria: Specters of Absence, “these lively, interactive events 
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incorporated storytelling, mythology, and theater in a single art form that entertained while 

providing a space for reflection on the otherworldly – playing with the visitor’s anxieties 

regarding death and the afterlife.”
11

As the ‘darkness’ continues to be subject to interpretation, 

Shadow Theaters prescribed their specific agendas to audiences, often with connections to the 

supernatural and the unknown.  

It might be an arrogant approach, but the potentials of shadows can make the most sense 

when understood by means of the our human bodies. Our bodies are in constant growth, and 

morph into different scales with time. Origin is often associated with the beginning of humanity: 

the creation, the original sin. If humans are the original representation of nature, then shadows 

are the original interpretations of nature. Architectural structures might cast their shadows on a 

hallway, but as we walk along it, we transport our shadow along, following the rhythm of a 

colonnade, as if our body was just another column. Both bodies and buildings always have 

internal organizations of symmetry, repetition, complexity, and structure. Both are subject to the 

surrounding cosmos, particularly the sun. The sun, for many Indian cultures, is a God. If 

buildings could speak, they might agree. Not only does the sun gives us life, it lets us see it.  

According to Swiss writer, Johann Caspar Lavater, the shadow then is not representing 

the original model, but selectively decides to represent different traits.
12 

Shadows allow us to see 

our body in terms of hierarchy: moments of expansion and moments of compression as our limbs 

and traits are exaggerated by the distortion of light. Though not an exact replication, it is a form 

of mimesis which selectively portrays “moments” of our body in its own language of darkness.  

The relationship of a body with shadows is the same as the relationships of a rock with shadows. 

Renaissance diagrams have always showed the body “squaring” the circle or other classical 

geometries surrounding us.
13 

This implies a relationship with natural order, and more than often, 
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the cosmos. We are a direct linkage to nature as we have physical organizations with hierarchical 

systems that parallel moral and spiritual beliefs. This results in architecture, easily following 

nature by means of the human body. Not that differently from nature, the shadow of the body on 

earth is the same as the shadow of a rock on earth. If perfectly still, their origins can be confused 

as both convey the same language of light-absence.  

The phrase “being afraid of your own shadow” is successful for a reason; the unknown 

and the uncertain compel us to be afraid of conditions in which we are not in control – including 

death. For artists Christian Boltanski, shadow conveys many different meanings, but the most 

prominent is the reminder of passing away.
14

 In Spanish, the phrase “giving birth” translate to 

“dar a luz” (give to light), meaning that the moment we are born is when we are first exposed to 

the light of life. Yet when we die, though our body approaches a solemn state, we are often 

encouraged to walk towards the light we see at the end of the dark tunnel, meaning we are meant 

to go towards a new light, perhaps a new life. During all of our human existence on earth, we are 

both preceded and followed by light. Only here on Earth, we spend half of our lives in the 

shadows for twelve hours, as our planet hides us from the sun. Once you die, if you are a sinner, 

you will be sent to the Kingdom of Darkness in hell, according to religious references.  

 Shadows could too convey a spiritual meaning in architecture. As building leave behind 

traces of their experiences, abandoned ruins tend to hold on to moments from their past, haunting 

their interior spaces. Shadows in these buildings cause metaphors in their users, bringing back 

memories, often negative, of history and abandonment, brought up by the darkness of the spaces’ 

souls. According to Johann Lavater, the shadow is precious because it represent the true soul of 

the body,
15

 which resonates with Quatremere de Quincy’s imitation of the spirit of nature as 

opposed to direct mimesis. Shadows were considered by Lavater to be the “truest” 
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representations of man, but at the same time negative representations because they were the 

“result of boundaries lines of half the countenance.”
16

 An even more accurate representation of 

man, however is perhaps a reflection of man’s face on water… same reflection that led 

Narcissus, son of Greek river-god Cephisus to his death the moment he recognized his own 

reflection on water. Lavater’s point is more of a distorted interpretation of man, not a 

representation. Following this logic, the loss of one’s shadow can also symbolize that one has 

ceased to be fully human, as the shadow is linked to the soul.  

Invented by Hermann Rorschach, the inkblot tests relate to shadow analysis due to their 

interpretative qualities.
17

 Though Rorschach images do not have a source of light, they are dark 

pictures created by black ink. To be successful, they must rely on white spaces on cards/paper 

surrounding inkblots. It is a projective test – the mind generates the meaning of an unknown 

image created symmetrically by mirroring ink on a white paper.
18

 We are always trying to find a 

meaning to what we see around us. Light relies on darkness in order to shine just as much as 

shadows owe their existence to light; together, these set the stage for interpretation.  

 Originally invented to test for schizophrenia – not personality – the Rorschach test was 

meant for victims who experienced moments of delusions, hallucinations, and the behavior that 

came with them.
19

 These victims would be asked to identify what they saw in Rorschach images 

because it could trigger mental interpretations that would alert psychiatrists of any abnormal 

conditions – the same way that these mental images could be triggered by shadows surrounding 

the victims in their quotidian lives. An interesting tests for paranoid architectural users, would be 

to take a photograph of a building, but remove everything but the shadows and placed them on 

white sheets, what would they see? This suggestion, however, does not attempt to mock the 
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unfortunate condition of schizophrenic patients – it is only a suggestion of applying the same 

technique to an architectural analysis of an image.  

 Darkness, in its constant craving of attention, offers the viewer the option to image 

what’s behind its “black veil,” as much as a Rorschach inkblot test would requires from its 

patient. Imagination becomes information as our eyes fill in the unknown. Mowgli’s fear, as part 

of Rudyard Kipling’s The Jungle Book, tales of how fear originated when the animals did not 

want to go to a cave because of not knowing what was inside of it – a lack of information. The 

wise, older animals, eventually reassured the rest that what was inside that cave was the most 

dangerous entity in nature… fear itself. In architecture, the unknown gives some a thrill. Yehre 

Suh, an architecture visiting professor to Cornell University, told her freshman students the first 

week of school: “the unknown is the world of opportunities.”  

The moment audiences engage with art pieces, metaphors are born. Christian Boltanski  

set an exhibition of puppets and lights that would be projected on the walls of a museum gallery 

in Hamburg in 1991.
20

 If a person walked around the room and interrupted the portraying of the 

shadows, her or his shadow would then merge with the puppets’. It is the most direct and 

beautiful engagement of the viewer with the art piece. The purest at least. It is physical as 

opposed to mental, but physical in a different capacity. The two original bodies (the viewer and 

the puppet) never actually touch, instead it is their shadows which engage one another; the 

interpretations of their bodies and souls become one. Once the shadows of the puppets were 

merged with the shadows of the viewers, they become a sort of (a-symmetrical) version of 

Rorschach images, where the origin was unknown and they become open to new interpretations. 

Boltanski had thought that his shadow exhibition was simply an easier way to transport the 
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pieces from museum to museum, but he instead realized a more direct engagement of museum 

visitors with artwork.  

Another artists, Andy Warhol, painted a set of sixty-six images, which as a collection had 

the name Shadow. Sixty-six is the number of the devil – which emphasizes Boltanski’s beliefs in 

regards to shadows.
21

 Warhol’s Shadow exposition took up an entire gallery, and the installation, 

as Carrie Richery (critic from Artforum) suggested, is a sequential reading like movie frames.
22

 

Very cinematic and suggests the use of shadows in photography and film.   

Photography depicts particular qualities of shadows that a painting or our human eye 

cannot. Shadows are alive – they dance, appear, disappear, and grow. When photographed, we 

capture a moment of the shadow’s life – an exact moment which perhaps may never take place 

again. Unlike color photography, black and white prints decisively choose to manifest certain 

traits of light and shadow interactions. Unlike the human body, photographic prints are born in 

the dark – cuarto obscuro – as it takes them time to get accustomed to lighting. Ray Metzker’s 

Philadelphia 1963 shows that in a sea of shadows, the vertical human body and the building 

structures in it are similar.
23

They are both exposed to the sun, naked. Looking at this image, one 

could easy suggest that both the building and the person are in movement. As opposed to real 

life, when shadows are the ones in constant motion, in this photograph, it is the lights that are 

flowing and the shadows that appear to be fixed voids. By embracing shadow, Metzker selected 

what was important in the image, what he wanted us to see and what he did not want us to see. 

Similar to Hugh Ferriss’ drawings – the Prince of Darkness – where he would render most of the 

New York buildings at night with dense black shadows surrounding the design proposals, 

Metzker understood the ephemeral qualities of shadows. He acknowledged “photographers are 

victims of paradox, tracking the impermanent to make it permanent.”
24
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As selective as photographer Ray Metzker was with his surrounding environments, 

architects should carefully distill the information that the building will showcase to the user – 

whether the shadows prescribe a story or leave room for imagination, it must be a conscious 

decision. During the Cornell in Rome program, students in the photography course were asked to 

emulate the picture-technique of a photographer. I selected Metzker’s technique as a model to 

imitate. Rome is a city in constant movement, often chaotic. By selecting to depict the city in 

black and white, I neutralized it by showcasing the people and surrounding buildings using the 

same language – dark objects in fields. In the photographs of the Piazza della Repubblica, both 

the buildings and the walking pedestrians imprint their shadows on the ground, suggesting a 

“frozen-in-time” personality of the city. The site, a circular piazza with repetitive columns 

surrounding a fountain roundabout, provides depth for pedestrians. By capturing a photo, the 

camera transforms the space from three-dimensional to two-dimensional, placing the built 

objects and people on the same plane.  

 Transitioning to an interior condition, the photographs of the Termini Train Station 

portray architecture as a condenser of transient occupiers, all compressed in a single site. There 

are moments of circulation that provide relief for the station, stretching travelers towards 

escalators, exterior sidewalks, or different tracks. Nonetheless, the shadows of the people and the 

built structure merge and their boundaries are blurred altogether, opening up “unknown” 

moments in between a field of surfaces.  

 Metzker executed his projects in American cities and other developed urban locations in 

Europe. Rome, however, has its own particular built fabric. He applied his photographic tactic to 

all the same cities, making them all look similar with the use of black and white tones and 

overlapped film strips to create a new type of Generic City that houses the different scenes from 
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Philadelphia, Chicago, and Provance. My hope is that by interpreting Rome’s darkness in the 

same language as Metzker’s language of shadows, this location joins the other scenes in the 

Generic City. 

The film medium brings shadow-play closer to architecture than photography or painting 

do; it relates back to the staged performances of the 1800s, but adopts contemporary 

technologies. Not only does film provide a means for documenting scenes, but it forces 

audiences to enter a dark chamber (the theater) where they are disconnected from their quotidian 

lives and focus on the motion picture in front of them. Film usually depicts nature and humans as 

protagonists of a story, and architecture is simply the stage of events, enhancing the presence of 

others. Shadows play the most significant role in horror films, as the destitute of information 

leads audiences to image the worst outcome for the characters involved. Similar to photography, 

black and white films neutralize information and allow us to distinguish light and dark and 

selectively understand particular traits in an image. Though there are added acoustics, characters, 

and back stories to the scenes, it is the ambiguity of darkness which brings us fear – the 

unknown.  

In the last scene of Ghost (1990 directed by Jerry Zucker), Patrick Swayze’s character, 

the ghost of Sam, confronts Carl, a villain who had initially been a part of Sam’s murder.
25

 The 

final confrontation takes place in a apartment under-construction, where despite being night time, 

the moon and city cast light on the space and create shadows throughout the apartment. Carl dies 

as he tried to escape the apartment, and his spirit manifests itself immediately. As he, too, 

became a ghost, “creatures from the shadows” appear in from the building’s darkness to collect 

Carl’s soul and take it to the underworld. This strong relationship of body, spirit, and built spaces 

is as evident in this film as it was in Boltanski’s exhibition in Hamburg in 1991. 
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Architect Frank Lloyd Wright contributed to the American film industry with his design 

for the Ennis House. His use of chiseled blocks not only added texture to the wall surfaces, but in 

some cases allowed light to penetrate in between the blocks as windows. The house, located in 

Los Angeles, California, has a playful, yet subtle movement of scale throughout, having short 

corridors lead to open, double-height spaces behind colonnades. In the 1959 horror, mystery 

movie, House on Haunted Hill, director William Castle allows for Wright’s house to play the 

most important role in the movie. The plot calls for eccentric wealthyman Frederick Loren and 

his fourth wife, young Annabelle, to invite five guests to spend the night at a “haunted house” 

party, and if they were willing to stay until the next morning, they would each receive $10,000 as 

a reward.   

 The video is filmed in black and white, in which Frank Lloyd Wright’s house appears to 

be an eerie stage of unsolved murders and choreographed poltergeists. In the movie, one of the 

characters, fragile Nora Manning, becomes victim of traumatic experiences caused by Frederick 

and Annabelle that led her to believe she had become Schizophrenic. Poor Nora believes the 

house is haunted after she claims to have encountered a ghost in one of the basement rooms, a 

pitch black space in which a woman pops out of nowhere. In a second traumatic moment for 

Nora, she encounters the ghost-hand of a man in one of the partially-lit hallways, in which the 

moon was only able to illuminate half of the space as it pierced through the window. She 

believes in these apparitions and interpreted the moments as supernatural encounters when in 

fact it was later revealed that the woman ghost in the basement and the man who reached his 

hand for her are both the caretakers of the house.   

Shadows are different in architecture than in art, photography, and film in that 

architecture is experiential. Shadows are never fixed and they are different every second; never 
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repeated. Just as surfaces mirror light, photography mirrors surfaces. Therefor, there must be a 

shadow behind each photograph. Photography reminds us of something – it is the reason why we 

hold on to printed photographs in the first place because in our minds, they mean something else. 

A self-portrait reminds a woman or her younger self; it is then vanity. Perhaps the same vanity 

that threw Narcissus off the into the water in the Greek story. Shadows, though not consciously, 

create a similar effect, but instead of vanity is fear. When in an empty, dark space, we are 

surrounding by architectural shadows. Though not immediately harmful, they raise our 

awareness because of the “unknown” factor: not knowing what resides in the shadow. If we then 

see a silhouette of another person, our adrenaline rises. We default that shadow to represent 

danger to us because it is unknown – an evil that lives in the darkness of this space. That concern 

for our safety is triggered by survival, which in some angle, can parallel the concern for our self-

attraction; vanity.  

Louis Kahn’s buildings beg for a strong relationship between lights and shadows over a 

space. More so than anywhere else in his un-built project, the Jerusalem Hurva Synagogue 

proposal, in which the geometries of its walls and ceilings allows for the shadows to move all 

day as the sun rotated around it. The synagogue was considered to have the shape of divinity – a 

shape created by both light and the absence of it.
26

 Only accomplished in physical model, 

drawings, and today virtual reality, the absence of the synagogue only lets us image what could 

have existed. It’s naked surfaces, concrete and stone, do not need ornamentation, excessive color, 

or additional textures – they behave as canvases as the sun casts silhouettes on it the same way 

Thomas Holloway’s machine once did.  

 Shadows’ strongest participation in architectural discourse is depth. In Etienne-Louis 

Boulle’s drawings ‘Cenotaph for Newton,’ (1783-84) he draws the building in both daytime and 
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nighttime, showing the profoundness of his spherical structure. Architecture, with the appropriate 

scale, can strengthen the sense of the real by filling in certain gaps in its spatial ambiguity. Yet, 

shadows can have the potential to fail when the user loses control of its surroundings. The 

preferred situation brings together a strong sense of protectiveness of the immediate setting 

(refuge) with a wide vista of the environment, giving users a strong sense of control (prospect).
27

 

A successful space will allow the person to have a strong understanding of its surroundings while 

simultaneously leaving enough room for imaginative interpretation of darkness.  

 Another case study, though this one not particularly religious, is the train station by 

Santiago Calatrava in Lisbon, Portugal. Opened in 1998, the Gare do Oriente is a strategic game 

of movement in which its masculine structure stretches over the ground walkway, casting 

organic shadows through the corridors, and at other times, permits light to transverse. As 

opposed to a residence, or a temple, this structure is for the busy traveler. Users are often busy 

commuters too preoccupied to contemplate their surroundings, yet the shadows on the ground 

level, as interesting as they are, must not interfere with way-finding navigation.  

 There is a significant distinction between the top tracks and the ground hallway system; 

atop, the parasol-type roof structure has translucent materials which partially deflect light, while 

keeping the entire platform covered. Given the climate, there is a need to balance solar sheltering 

with the need for security in that particular part of the Lisbon station. Once trains arrive, a 

combination of passenger, cart, and structural column darkness blend together again to claim the 

ground of the platform. Perhaps the partial covering of the tracks allow the trains to exercise 

their shadows so as to provide an additional medium of alerting passengers that a train is coming, 

scaling up the presence of the carts onto the rails. 
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 A project which attempts to mediate the divine with the mortal is Le Corbsier’s Convent 

Sainte-Marie de La Tourette in Rhone-Alpes, France. Completed in 1960, the concrete fortress 

blinds its inhabitants from external distractions, both visually and behaviorally. The site is 

surrounded by extensive fields and cows, distancing it from the nearest town. Once inside, 

“you’re in the dark,” as communication is being constricted since they do not offer wifi to guests. 

The hallway fenestration is extremely selective as there are moments where you can only face 

forwards, and others in which lateral vision is permitted but only through a narrow, elongated 

window facing the interior courtyard. Once in the grand dining hall, the glass walls allow 

exposure to incoming natural light, but it too is selective as the interior structure filters it as it 

touches the floor.  

 Once in your parcel, you have access to a balcony, but its railings and walls are as solid 

as the concrete structures wrapping up the rest of the building. On the ground level, where the 

building touches the slanted topography, concrete partitions carefully extend toward the ground, 

enclosing certain moments and opening up others. It seems a bit erratic on the ground level, but 

it does result in a playful organization of shadows. La Tourette is a place of meditation; its visual 

barriers and openings dictate an internalized experience that at moments forces your attention 

inwards, and others allows you to take in the exteriors, with the purpose of alternating your 

thinking in regards to your own mind and then at other times in regards to the nature surrounding 

you. Shadows become the constant reproduction of our body’s activities and our building’s 

attempts at life. Their existence is the result of duplicity – there is no purest form of mimesis 

than the representation of our body’s soul as a negative figure in space. It’s constant movement 

is a testament to the growth in time of our body and planet.  
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The shadow is as present in all of humanity’s history, and even before that. Since the 

(biblical) creation of light, darkness followed with the absence of it. With the creation of good, 

later followed the sin, and the birth of evil. In architecture, shadow can behave as an asset and a 

liability. “Shadow is Elysium,” would say Thomas Jefferson as he made sure his design for the 

University of Virginia would have enough covered walkway to protect from the sun. Yet, for a 

scared 5 year old, the shadow in the corner of his bedroom represents the worst of his 

imagination, creating a terrible memory of his built space. Shadows relate to architectural users 

in physical and mental degrees, appealing and challenging our understanding of built spaces 

when struck by light. It is important to consider both material and psychological reactions that 

users might have to their built environments.  

 A particularly unique quality of the darkness of shadows is its ambiguity – the unknown 

potentials hidden behind the black cloth. Shadows, though often associated with death, do have 

the chance to highlight life. In architecture, shadows stretch the body of the building as it tries to 

escape its physical constraints and expand its boundaries beyond its structure. Architecture, 

unlike nature and the human body, yearns for being alive as much as our body’s shadows yearn 

to emulate our anatomy. Architects must engage the user with the space by allowing the building 

to come alive with a clever use of movement and timing of light and the lack of it.  
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